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The Rule of 3
The human brain loves to process information in groups of
threes, as it sets up a “triangle” of understanding of related
facts or points. This is why 3 is known as the “magic
number”. A list of 2 can be effective, but is best for
comparison and contrast, while 4 begins to cloud the
interrelated nature of individual points.
Think about all of the ways we are used to hearing a series
of 3:
Plays and movies have 3 acts
There are 3 primary colors
“This, that, and the other”
“Here, there, and everywhere”
The Holy Trinity: “Father, Son, and the Holy Ghost
Even slang phrases like “Blah blah blah”
Using the Rule of 3 can help you develop your pints and
make them more memorable.
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What?
So what?
Now what?

Answer these 3 questions
The best information in presentations has immediacy. We
recognize it’s meaning, it’s relevance, and it’s ability to be
acted upon. The brain does not prioritize that which it
doesn’t understand, or find valuable, or useful.
By using the “3 Whats” as a starting point for a talk, you as
the presenter, can maximize the impact of the message you
are delivering:
What?
So What?
Now What?
These three simple questions help cut through the noise of
presentations which are heavily stuffed with excess data or
extraneous information that does not reinforce the goal of
the talk at the outset.
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Know these 3 things
material

audience

One of the most common questions in public speaking and
presentation training is about confidence: how can one gain
confidence, convey confidence, control nerves and anxiety, and
handle surprises with ease. While there are physical exercises
related to breathing, voice, and body, in the preparation stage
there are three factors deserving of your focus and attention:
Material: Don’t memorize words. Learn facts and concepts.
Having an exact statistic memorized is not as important as
being able to explain a concept to any audience.
Audience: Your audience will determine the language that
you use to convey and relate your information to their sphere
of understanding. Your stories, analogies, and references need
to be related to the audience’s knowledge and experience.

role

Role: Not all presentations are the same and neither are all
presenters. You have a unique set of qualifications and a
specific challenge to solve. How you approach the information
influences your approach.
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5 types of
presentations
As you consider your role as a presenter, there are a
few questions that are worth asking: What type of
presentation are you giving? How are you going to get
your ultimate message across?
When trying to determine your role, I believe
presentations fall into one of five categories.
The truth is, you can incorporate all of these principles
into any presentation you give. They can overlap like a
Venn diagram. But, starting from one of these
approaches as your primary role, you will help you
focus and refine your framework, message, and
execution.
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#1 - Informational
Informational ie “What I know…”
Status reports, conference research presentations, issue
overviews…this is the most common presentation and
inherently the most boring. The presenter is focusing on a
simple transaction, transferring information to their
audience.

TIP: Follow the What->So What->Now What test to make
sure you select only the most essential information and
keep it relevant to your audience’s needs.
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#2 - Personal Story
Personal Story ie “What I learned…”
Stories can be a part of any type of presentation, but
sometimes they are the focus. Stories help illustrate
greater truths, they also humanize concepts in a way that
facts and data simply can’t. The best stories provide
entertainment on the way to a lesson.

TIP: Adhere to the drama triangle, that all stories have
tension and there is usually a hero, a victim, and a villain.
The hero needs to be fighting against something in order
to ideally benefit the greater good. But, before you go
and constantly make yourself the hero of every story,
remember humility helps sell lessons learned.
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#3 - Tribute
Tribute ie “What I admire…”
This approach is inherently emotional, since it usually
commemorates one of life’s big moments: awards,
weddings, retirement, and even eulogies. You job is to
make the case for the actions and impact of another, by
illustrating how they’ve been special and made a
difference.
Positive qualities
Accomplishments
Impact
Personal relationship
Admiration

TIP: By and large, be careful not to insert too much of
yourself into a tribute. You are a witness to someone or
something’s greatness, not the focus. In fact, one of the
nicest and most compelling things you can say about
another person is that you could never or could only ever
hope to accomplish what they have.
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#4 - Persuasive
Persuasive ie “What I believe”
You’ll notice that I’ve made each one of these personal, in
that there is an “I” in the approach to each. In this case,
you are presenting your core beliefs in a way that can be
compelling to the audience. While tying your presentation
to a call to action is always a good idea, the focus here is
on changing hearts and mind, a necessary step to any
future action. In any pitch, you are diagnosing a problem,
proposing a solution, and selling the benefits of that
solution. There is still a very personal element to that line
of thinking, which you can use to your advantage.

TIP: Develop your persuasive argument by incorporating
the three pillars of persuasion: ethos (personal values),
pathos (emotion), and logos (logic). By mixing each, you
can build the strongest act of persuasion possible.
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#5 - Motivational
Motivational ie “What world do I want to live in?”
These types of presentations need some level of
performance to sell them. They are about making people
“see the stars” and are built on aspirations. Often, the
motivational approach is the opposite of persuasion,
because you asking the audience to dream and have faith,
not consider numbers, data, or even precedent. Because
you have a lot less concrete information to speak from,
this approach is the most likely to make use of famous
quotations, historical achievements, and “what if”
thinking.

TIP: A good place to start when planning a motivational
talk is by recognizing prevailing thinking and looking for
ways to challenge validity.
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Talk outline

Before you start…

Subject
What is this talk about and
why are you “qualified” to
present it?

Importance
How is this subject relevant
and how does it apply in the
lives of your audience?

Call to action
After your presentation, how is
life different for your audience
and what should they do?

Opening Thought: Broach the subject by asking your audience a
question to consider or offering a point to consider more deeply

1

Point #1: The strongest aspect of your presentation

2

Point #2: The most logical aspect of your presentation

3

Point #3: The most surprising aspect of your presentation

Closing Thought: Refer back to your opening point in a new light
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